Mobile Cooking Cart Inventory

*inventory subject to change

- Stainless Worktable with 4 Casters (wheels)
- Induction Burner
- Induction Sauce Pan (for use with burner)
- Induction Frying Pan
- Oven Mitt
- Vitamix Blender
- Set of Measuring Cups
- Set of Measuring Spoons
- Ladle
- Plastic Pitcher
- Mesh Strainer
- Mixing Bowl
- Plastic Food Containers w/ Covers
- Plastic Food Pans
- Can Opener
- Spatula
- Tongs
- Vegetable Peeler
- Box Grater
- Plastic Lettuce Knife
- Vegetable Spinner/ Dryer
- Wooden Spoons
- Cutting Mats
- Squeeze Bottle